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Abstract

The ultracapacitor module has recently been recast for use in hybrid energy storage systems (HESSs). As a result, accurate
state-of-charge (SOC) estimation for an ultracapacitor module is as important as that of primary sources in order to be utilized
efficiently in an energy storage system (ESS). However, while SOC estimation via the open-circuit voltage (OCV) method is
generally used due to its linear characteristics compared with other ESSs, this method results in many errors in cases of high-
current charging/discharging within a short time period. Accordingly, this paper introduces a dynamic SOC estimation algorithm
that is capable of SOC compensation of an ultracapacitor module even when there is a current input and output. A cycle profile
that simulates the operating conditions of a mild-HEV was applied to a vehicle simulator to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy storage systems (ESSs) for HEV, Plug-in HEV,
and EV must be sized so that they can store sufficient energy
and provide adequate peak power for a specified acceleration
performance. They also need to have the ability to meet appro-
priate driving cycles. In addition, the energy storage devices
must meet appropriate cycle and calendar life requirements
[1]. According to these requirements, ESSs with high power
and high energy, such as Ni-MH, Li-Ion and even lead-
acid batteries for mild-HEV, have been developed and are
being used. However, Ni-MH, Li-ion, and lead-acid batteries
alone, integrated into the vehicular power train, are not always
sufficient to supply vehicle propulsion power and they are not
able to accept energy from regenerative braking. Thus, the
capacities of such batteries should eventually be over-designed
in order to provide peak power demands. For this reason, these
vehicles may use an ultracapacitor module (bank) as a part of
their auxiliary energy system (AES) that is able to receive
regenerated energy and provide power during peak periods.

An ultracapacitor, also known as a supercapacitor, an elec-
tric double layer capacitor (EDLC), or a pseudocapacitor, uses
electrodes with an extremely large surface area, along with
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Fig. 1. Hybrid Fuel Cell - Ultracapacitor ESS.

electrolytes that can permit values of up to several thousand
Farads per cell. Therefore, ultracapacitors have approximately
10-times the power density of a similar-sized battery, along
with the ability to be being charged and discharged over 100-
times faster than a normal battery. Also, ultracapacitors have
a very long life span [7],[8].

Throughout the world, research has been conducted on hy-
brid energy storage systems (HESSs), which simply mean an
ESS containing both a battery or fuel cell and an ultracapacitor,
such as a Hybrid Fuel Cell-Ultracapacitor ESS or Hybrid
Battery-Ultracapacitor ESS [2]–[6]. Fig. 1 and 2 show the
layout of a HESS with an ultracapacitor module.

In order to effectively use not only a battery but also
an ultracapacitor module as a HESS, an accurate state-of-
charge (SOC) estimation must be performed using a battery
management system (BMS) that manages and monitors the
ESS. SOC estimation is one of the most important issues
for application products that utilize an ESS. There are two
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Fig. 2. Hybrid Battery - Ultracapacitor ESS.

well-known methods for SOC estimation of an ESS. One uses
voltage, and the other uses current [9].

The voltage method uses the correlation between the SOC
and the ESS voltage during charging and discharging. Al-
though this method provides an accurate SOC based on the
open-circuit voltage (OCV) after a sufficient time period for
stabilization, different results are produced depending on the
ambient temperature, the discharge rate (C-rate), the usage
time, and variations in the characteristics of the ESS’s internal
resistance.

The current method also referred to as “Coulomb counting”
or “ampere-hour counting” calculates the SOC by integrating
the ESS’s input and output currents. However, this method
requires that an accurate account of the initial capacity and the
current leakage, along with the sensing error, be accumulated
over time, gradually increasing the SOC error.

Since precise SOC estimation is difficult using the afore-
mentioned methods, new approaches such as Kalman filtering,
Fuzzy logic, and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been
proposed [10]–[12]. However, they call for model parameter
accuracy. There are also drawbacks such as requiring a signif-
icant amount of testing data and the increased costs associated
with using 32-bit MCUs for fast numerical processing. There-
fore, an accurate SOC estimation requires research efforts
that utilize the advantages of each method and do not use
relatively large amounts of testing data, while taking cost into
consideration.

In a HESS, an ultracapacitor module is usually used as
an auxiliary power source due to its outstanding power
characteristics. Moreover, the efficiency of an ESS can be
improved, and its usage prolonged, by controlling the switch
or bidirectional DC/DC converter according to the SOC of
the ultracapacitor module [2],[3],[5],[11],[13]. Therefore, in
addition to a battery’s SOC accuracy, the SOC estimation of
an ultracapacitor module, which involves a relatively small
capacitance, enabling an easy change in the SOC even with
small amounts of input and output current, is most important
for applying a switch or DC/DC converter control logic.

The conventional approaches of calculating the SOC of
an ultracapacitor module include an ampere-hour counting
method that integrates the input and output current, and an
OCV detection method that detects the ultracapacitor module’s
voltage, with no current flowing under a sufficiently stable
state, in order to estimate the SOC value that corresponds
to the detected voltage. However, since an ultracapacitor
module has a much smaller capacitance than a battery, even
a minute current error results in the accumulation of SOC

Fig. 3. The system configuration of HESS with ultracapacitor

TABLE I
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ULTRACAPACITOR MODULE

Rated Voltage Rated Capacity DC ESR Available
Energy

42 [V] 94.5 [F] 7.5 [mΩ] 0.41 [Ah]

errors with the ampere-hour counting method. As for the OCV
detection method, accurate SOC estimation is feasible only if
measurement is made after the ultracapacitor module has been
stabilized. SOC estimation based on voltage measurements
while input or output current is present is prone to errors.

In order to perform an accurate SOC estimation for an
ultracapacitor module in a HESS, this paper proposes an
accurate SOC estimation algorithm that can be compensated
during vehicle operation. It primarily uses ampere-hour count-
ing, and when the ignition key (IG) is turned on, an initial
SOC compensation is carried out according to the OCV, as
is a voltage-based SOC compensation in the operation region
determined through testing. The accuracy and effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm was tested and verified using a vehicle
simulator utilizing a cycle profile that simulates the driving
conditions of mild-HEV.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND
SPECIFICATION

The HESS of the mild-HEV used for this study consists
of an ultracapacitor module, a 36V VRLA (Valve Regulated
Lead-Acid) battery, a switch, a DC/DC converter, and a BMS,
as shown in Fig. 3. The ultracapacitor module consists of 18
serial-connected 1700F cells, supplied by NESSCAP, and its
electrical characteristics are described in Table I [2],[15].

The ultracapacitor module is always connected to a 42V
power net and used independently. When high energy is
required for cranking or starting after an idle-stop, the BMS
controls the switch for parallel operation with the battery
according to the SOC of the VRLA battery and the ultraca-
pacitor module, as well as the mode of the vehicle control unit
(VCU). During regenerative braking and vehicle acceleration,
the energy of the ultracapacitor module is transferred to the
battery in advance so that it can receive more energy. In the
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case of a power assist, the switch or DC/DC converter is
controlled in order to transfer energy to the battery.

The main function of the BMS controller is to calculate
the SOC of the ultracapacitor module and VRLA battery in
order to estimate the SOC of the HESS. For this reason,
the BMS controller measures the current, the voltage, and
the temperature required to calculate the SOC, transfers the
HESS’s available discharge and charge energy to the VCU,
and manages the energy by controlling the switch.

Taking into consideration the cost and interface aspects,
the current was measured using a Nikkohm 0.1mΩ shunt
resistor by amplifying the voltage across two shunt terminals.
The voltage was dropped to a 5V level through resistance
distribution. The temperature was measured using an NTC
type thermistor, which is 10kΩ at 25°C. Since the current and
voltage are closely related to an accurate SOC estimation, a
16-bit ADC was used for increased precision. An information
exchange between the BMS and VCU was implemented based
on CAN2.0B. An Infineon 16-bit XC164CS controller was
used for the vehicle application for fast algorithm computation.

III. SOC COMPENSATION

Accurate SOC estimation of an ultracapacitor module that
involves a relatively small capacitance, enabling an easy
change in the SOC even with small amounts of input and
output current, is extremely important, as is a battery’s SOC
accuracy. Therefore, this paper proposes an algorithm that uses
an ampere-hour counting method, but compensates the initial
SOC with the OCV, and further compensates for the current
integration error by using the relationship between voltage
detection in a specified low-current region and the SOC-OCV.
The SOC compensation described above shall be referred to
as “dynamic SOC compensation” in this paper.

A. Initial SOC compensation

Accurate SOC estimation for a vehicle based on OCV
is feasible when sufficient time has passed for stabilization
after battery usage, and when all of the loads are open. For
this reason, experiments regarding the SOC-OCV relationship
must be conducted in advance when charging or discharging at
different temperatures, and the resulting data must be compiled
in the nonvolatile memory of the BMS. The stabilization time
for the SOC-OCV experiment is applied for 30 minutes by
considering the worst case conditions in this paper. Fig. 4
displays the SOC-OCV curves for charging and discharging
at various temperatures. As the graph indicates, there are
discrepancies in the SOC-OCV relationship for charging and
discharging depending on the temperature.

For the initial SOC compensation, the stabilization time
after the IG is turned off and before it is turned back on
is first checked. When the IG is turned off, the BMS stores
the SOC based on ampere-hour counting and the time based
on the real-time clock (RTC) in the flash memory, and the
power is then turned off. When the IG is turned on, the
BMS measures the voltage of the ultracapacitor module and
the ambient temperature, and retrieves the SOCOCV, which
corresponds to the voltage and temperature from the look-up

Fig. 4. Ultracapacitor module’s SOC-OCV curves for charging
/discharging at various temperatures.

table. The BMS then compares the RTC stored in the flash
memory and the present RTC to determine the time required
to stabilize the ultracapacitor module.

If sufficient time for stabilization has not yet passed, the
BMS determines that the ultracapacitor module is not stable
and uses the SOCFlash stored in the flash memory as the
initial SOCInitial. If sufficient time has passed, the BMS
determines that the ultracapacitor module is stabilized and uses
the SOCOCV based on the OCV as the initial SOCInitial.

The SOCInitial determined by the BMS is the initial SOC
used for ampere-hour counting. As indicated by equations (4)
and (5), since the capacitance of the ultracapacitor module
is continuously integrated, the SOC (%) is converted into
capacity (Ah) according to equation (1).

AHInitial =
SOCInitial×Cr

100
(1)

where, Cr is the rated capacity that was tested by discharging
from a fully charged condition (44V) to the cutoff voltage
(27V) through a constant current (4A).

Fig. 5 illustrates the flow chart for obtaining SOCInitial.

B. Dynamic SOC compensation

If the input/output current has been maintained at 0 for a
certain period of time for stabilization, or if the input/output
current is not 0 but the current is below a specific value
during charging/discharging, the dynamic SOC compensation
of an ultracapacitor module involves calculating the SOCV

based on the voltage and comparing it to the SOCAH, which
is calculated according to ampere-hour counting to provide
compensation.

Therefore, it is necessary to conduct charging and discharg-
ing tests for the current levels in order to determine how much
input/output current should flow through the ultracapacitor
module for a sufficiently small voltage error, which is the
difference in voltage before and after a rest time, and to
determine the discrepancy in the SOC value that corresponds
to the voltage error. It is also necessary to check at what point
compensation should commence when a conversion is made
during charging/discharging under the current threshold.

For the first experiment, charging/discharging was per-
formed at a predetermined current level for a specific duration
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Fig. 5. Flow chart for calculating the initial capacity.

TABLE II
SOC4V BEFORE AND AFTER STABILIZATION ON CHARGING (60% SOC).

Test
Current

[A]

Voltage
@ 5sec

[V]

Voltage
@ 30 min

[V]

Voltage
difference

[V]

SOC4V
[%]

+2.5 38.62 38.60 -0.02 -0.13
+5.0 38.86 38.78 -0.08 -0.51
+7.5 39.08 38.94 -0.14 -0.90
+10 39.26 39.10 -0.16 -1.04

(5 seconds), and the voltage was measured after stabilization
(30 minutes) in order to select an appropriate current level that
produces a small error. The experiment was conducted with an
SOC of 60% at an ambient temperature of 25°C for 2.5A, 5A,
7.5A, and 10A of test current. Detailed experimental results
are shown in Tables II and III.

The SOC∆V, which corresponds to the voltage difference
before and after stabilization, can be obtained from equations
(2) and (3).

SOC∆V =
1
2C(V2

rest −V2
test)

E
× 100 (2)

TABLE III
SOC4V BEFORE AND AFTER STABILIZATION ON DISCHARGING (60%

SOC).

Test
Current

[A]

Voltage
@ 5sec

[V]

Voltage
@ 30 min

[V]

Voltage
difference

[V]

SOC4V
[%]

-2.5 38.44 38.50 0.06 0.38
-5.0 38.42 38.50 0.08 0.51
-7.5 38.42 38.52 0.10 0.64
-10 38.36 38.52 0.16 1.02

Fig. 6. SOC difference corresponding to the voltage difference before and
after stabilization according to test current levels.

TABLE IV
SOC DIFFERENCE DUE TO THE CURRENT AND TIME

Initial
Current

[A]

Test
Current

[A]

SOC difference [%]

3 sec 5 sec 7 sec 10 sec

150

5 3.57 3.35 3.24 3.25
2.5 3.09 3.1 2.86 2.87
0 2.97 2.85 2.61 2.49

-2.5 -2.48 -2.48 -2.36 -2.12
-5 -2.6 -2.23 -1.99 -1.74

-250

5 3.22 3.01 2.7 2.6
2.5 3.41 3.31 3.0 2.79
0 3.61 3.4 3.3 3.19

-2.5 3.82 -3.71 -3.59 -3.37
-5 -3.92 -3.8 -3.79 -3.66

E =
1

2
C(V2

max −V2
min) (3)

where, C is the capacitance of 18 serially-connected 1700F
capacitors, Vrest is the voltage after stabilization, Vtest is
the voltage at the termination of the experiment with a
corresponding current, Vmax is the fully charged voltage, Vmin

is the cutoff voltage, and E is the difference in energy between
the maximum energy at the fully-charged voltage and the
minimum energy at the cutoff voltage.

E is 56997.22 from equation (3). In the case of the 5A,
5 sec experiment shown in Table II, the SOC∆V before and
after stabilization is 0.51% from equation (2).

The test results indicate that the SOC difference is propor-
tional to the current, producing errors at around 0.5% and 1%
at ±5A and ±10A, respectively.

In order to examine whether the SOC difference displayed
similar tendencies outside of the 60% SOC region, additional
tests were conducted for a 10% SOC and a 90% SOC. As
shown in Fig. 6, the 10% SOC difference was smaller than the
others for charging, but bigger than the others for 5A below
the discharging region. It was also found that the SOC ratio
for the voltage difference before and after stabilization for 5A
of charging/discharging was less than ±1%.

Applying the results of the first test is problematic be-
cause there is no time for stabilization during actual vehicle
operation. Therefore, in order to find a region that allows
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for compensation during operation, a second experiment was
conducted to examine whether the SOC comes within a desired
error range if the test current (0, ±2.5A, ±5A) is maintained
for a few seconds after the maximum charging/discharging.
Taking into consideration the operating conditions of a mild-
HEV (5kW cranking and regenerative braking of 3.3kW [2]),
the maximum range of the charging/discharging current that
can be applied to an ultracapacitor module was set at 150A
for charging and 250A for discharging.

Table IV lists the SOC differences for voltage differences
after charging for 5 seconds at 150A from a cutoff voltage
of 27V; discharging for 4 seconds at 250A from a fully-
charged voltage of 44V; maintaining the charge/discharge
for 3, 5, 7 and 10 seconds at the test current; and after
undergoing stabilization. The experimental results indicate that
if the test current flows in the same direction as the initial
current, the voltage difference becomes greater than in the
case of the opposite direction. It can be deduced that the
maximum difference would occur with 5A of current flowing
in the same direction as the initial current, and that the
average SOC difference would be around 3%. Therefore we
set the stabilization current below ±5A for dynamic SOC
compensation.

The SOC difference caused by the maximum voltage dif-
ference (initial current : -250A, test current: 2.5A) that can
occur with the current maintained below ±5A decreases by
up to 0.52% as the duration of the current held below ±5A
is increased from 5 to 10 seconds. However, the difference
is not significant. Since designing the algorithm in such a
way that SOC compensation occurs only when the duration
of the current held below ±5A exceeds 10 seconds reduces
the number of SOC compensations, it is advisable to set the
duration of the current maintenance at about 5 seconds.

Fig. 7 and 8 are voltage and current waveforms when the
stabilization current is flowing in the same direction as the
initial charging/discharging current generated when the SOC
error is at its maximum. According to Fig. 7, when resting
after charging at 150A for 5 seconds, and then charging again
at 5A for another 5 seconds, the voltage at the end of the
5A charge is 36.42V, which drops down to 35.86V after 30
minutes of stabilization. Using equations (2) and (3), the SOC
error becomes 3.35%. Likewise, according to Fig. 8, when
resting after discharging at -250A for 4 seconds and then
discharging again at -5A for another 5 seconds, the voltage
at the end of the -5A discharge is 31.48V, which increases to
32.30V after 30 minutes of stabilization, yielding a SOC error
of -3.8%.

In this study, if the current is maintained at 5A or below
for 5 seconds or longer, the present voltage of the ultraca-
pacitor module is measured to obtain the SOCV based on
the voltage. Compensation of the SOC only takes place when
there is a difference of 5% or greater between the current
value (SOCAH), calculated by ampere-hour counting, and
the compensation target value (SOCV), calculated using the
voltage. This takes into consideration the innate error (up
to 3.8%) of the compensation mechanism which uses the
present voltage. However, if the SOCV based on the voltage
is applied directly to the SOCC as the compensation SOC

Fig. 7. Charging at 150A followed by charging at 5A.

Fig. 8. Discharging at 250A followed by discharging at 5A.

value, an instantaneous SOC variation can cause instability.
Therefore, it would be appropriate to perform small levels
of (+) compensation during charging and (−) compensation
during discharging for a specified compensation time (∆tC)
in a consistent manner.

The associated equations of a dynamic SOC compensation
algorithm for the ultracapacitor module described earlier can
be expressed as follows:

Step 1. After detection of the input/output current of the
ultracapacitor module, calculate the SOCAH via ampere-hour
counting.

AHt =
ASt−1 + it × ts × fe

3600
. (4)

Here, AHt is the ampere-hour (Ah) accumulated up to the
present moment, ASt−1 is the ampere-sec (As) accumulated
up to the previous point, it is the amount of current at
the present moment, ts is the sampling time, and fe is the
charging/discharging efficiency.

SOCAH =
AHInitial + AHt

Cr
. (5)

Here, AHInitial is the initial capacity when the ignition key
is turned on, and Cr is the rated capacitance.
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Step 2. If the magnitude of the input/output current (|icap|)
is less than a predefined value (∆i), check if the current is
maintained for a specified duration (∆t).

Step 3. If the magnitude of the current is maintained for
a specified duration (∆t), calculate the SOCV based on the
voltage of the ultracapacitor module from the SOC-OCV table.

Step 4. Calculate the error of the remaining capacity with
the present SOCAH and the SOCV based on the voltage.

SOCerror = SOCAH − SOCV. (6)

Step 5. If the error of the remaining capacity is greater
than the predefined error range (±5%), set the SOCV as the
remaining capacity (SOCC) and perform continuous compen-
sation for the accumulated error of the SOCAH over a specified
compensation time (∆tC) in small amounts.

SOCC = SOCAH ±
SOCerror

∆tC
. (7)

Step 6. Update from the SOCC to the ASt.

ASt = (
SOCC × Cr

100
−AHInitial)× 3600. (8)

Step 7. When compensation for the SOCerror is complete,
once again monitor whether the input/output current is main-
tained below a specified current level(∆i) for a specified
duration (∆t).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Sensing accuracy test

The proposed algorithm for the dynamic SOC compensation
of an ultracapacitor module is based on the current, voltage,
and temperature measured by the BMS. Accordingly, the
sensing accuracy used by the BMS to calculate the SOC is
important. Sensing errors in the current measurement totaled
about 1% in the −250A ∼ 150A range, and about 2% in the
low current range (−10A ∼ 10A). The voltage errors were
within 0.5% in the 27V ∼ 44V region. As for temperature,
the errors were within 3% between −40°C and 90°C.

In order to minimize the errors associated with the external
environment, all of the tests were conducted in a chamber
at 25°C. For use as references to determine the accuracy of
the algorithm explained below, we used a Yokogawa current
transducer (751574), which is capable of measuring current
with an error rate of less than 0.05%, and a NetDAQ 2640 to
measure the voltage within an error range of 0.01%.

B. SOC accuracy test

There are generally no standard procedures for an accuracy
test of SOC estimation during the development process of
a BMS. Therefore, a manufacturer in the development of a
BMS uses its own test procedure; it starts the test profile at
a specific SOC in a state in which the capacity of the ESS
is already known. It then discharges at the end of the test
cycle until it reaches the cutoff voltage. Finally, the parameters
are tweaked for SOC estimation if there is not an equally
similar reference SOC for comparing the accuracy of the SOC

Fig. 9. Test cycle profile of ultracapacitor module.

estimation calculated in equation (9) and the last value of the
SOC calculated by the BMS.

SOCremain =
AHr

Cr
× 100 (9)

where, AHr is the remaining capacity at the cutoff voltage,
and Cr is the rated capacity.

In order to examine how much the proposed algorithm
affects the SOC accuracy of the ultracapacitor module of a
HESS, a test profile reflecting the idle stop/start, regenerative
braking, other phenomena that frequently occur during mild-
HEV driving, and the extract current (Iucap) of the ultracapac-
itor module from the parallel battery and the ultracapacitor
module, was created as shown in Fig. 9 and put through a
test of 100 cycles, after which the remaining capacity of the
ultracapacitor module was checked. The original cycle profile
was modified by adding a regenerative function to the ZPA
(zero-power assist) efficiency and the life test profile from
the “Freedom CAR 42V Battery Test Manual” published by
INEEL and DOE [2],[14] .

The 100-cycle test was started after fully charging the
ultracapacitor module and then discharging it for two hours
down to 4A and 60% of the SOC. The BMS measured the
current, the voltage, and the temperature, and then it calculated
the SOCs of the voltage, the ampere-hour, and the dynamic
compensation every 10ms.

Fig. 10 shows the results of the SOC estimation at 1-,
10-, and 100-cycles, respectively. Figure (a) shows that all
of the SOCs (SOCAH, SOCV, SOCC, SOCRef ) are started
under the same conditions and there is no critical SOC error
in the first cycle. Figure (b) shows that the dynamic SOC
compensation happens first based on the SOCV when the
current is below ±5A, and its condition is maintained for 5s
or more. Figure (c) shows that the error rate comparing the
SOCAH and the SOCRef is increased gradually owing to an
accumulation of current sensing error that is dependent over
time. However, the SOCC using the dynamic SOC estimation
algorithm follows well the ampere-hour counting under a high
current, and skillfully adjusts as a voltage method under a low
current.
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(a) 1 cycle.

(b) 10 cycles.

(c) 100 cycles.

Fig. 10. The results of SOC estimation.

When the test cycle was done, the ultracapacitor module was
discharged at 4A to the cutoff voltage in order to examine
the remaining capacity (SOCremain), which is the reference
accuracy of the SOC measured by a precision current sensor
and data acquisition (DAQ). The SOC using the ampere-hour
method was also calculated by using the current of the DAQ
to compare the accuracy of the SOCs during each cycle.

Table V shows the accuracy results of the SOC estimation
for the cycle test. According to the test results, the difference
between the remaining capacity, taken after the cycle test was
calculated using the reference, and the SOC of the dynamic
compensation of the BMS was 2.96%. This is within the
general design specification of ±5% in HEV applications. The

TABLE V
THE ACCURACY RESULTS OF SOC ESTIMATION FOR THE CYCLE TEST

– Reference BMS
[%] SOCremain SOCAH SOCV SOCAH SOCC

SOC 78.52 84.2 75.35 64.18 75.56
Error – 5.68 3.17 14.34 2.96

results also show that it has a similar error rate when compared
to the SOCV, but a greater accuracy than the SOCAH. Even if
the difference in the SOC between the SOCV and the SOCC in
the BMS is not large after the end of a cycle, the difference in
the SOC between the SOCV and the SOCRef is bigger under
high-current situations such as engine starting and during the
regenerative braking function of a HEV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In order to improve the accuracy of the SOC estimation
of an ultracapacitor module used in a HESS, this paper
introduced a compensation algorithm that uses compensation
by the OCV when the ignition key is turned on, as well as the
ultracapacitor module voltage when the input/output current is
below a certain level during operation. This study also verified
the accuracy of the proposed dynamic SOC algorithm within
2.96% of the reference based on a modified cycle profile test
that simulated mild-HEV driving conditions.

Even if the ultracapacitor module is modified in a HESS
that uses the ultracapacitor module as a power source, dynamic
SOC estimation can be accurately performed using a few sets
of test data, as described in this paper.

APPENDIX

SOC : State-of- Charge
ESS : Energy Storage System

HESS : Hybrid Energy Storage System
HEV : Hybrid Electric Vehicle
BMS : Battery Management System
ZPA : Zero-Power Assist
ESR : Equivalent Series Resistance
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